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Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans Thanks to this Christmas lesson plan, students discuss Christmas preparations, watch some TV commercials and write about their Christmas wishes. Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This worksheet deals with functional language to give good and bad news in English. Students learn useful phrases and play a role. Intermediate (B1) Lesson plans The worksheet focuses on
pronunciation of foreign food names. Students learn to pronounce such names in American and British English and have fun. Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans Use lesson plan B1 to teach your students how to use the structure they use and compare school life. Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This mirrored lesson plan is perfect for a simple review of the past. Students practice tense as well as learn
vocabulary related to the creation and operation of the business. In fact, they also discover the stories of some famous entrepreneurs like Bill Gates or Jeff Bezos. Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This Business English Worksheet B1 students give them the opportunity to talk about the different businesses and challenges they face, as well as analyze case studies of companies experiencing some problems.
Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This worksheet addresses the difference between say, say, talk and talk. Students receive different exercises that help them understand and practice the different uses of these verbs. They also see real-world examples that include these verbs and have taken the movies. Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This standalone worksheet deals with Present Perfect, and now, just,
though. We want to show students how these words are used in certain situations. In addition to practical tasks, students play a role in two scenarios. Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This worksheet is intended to help students ask more questions in English during class. Students enter the teacher's shoes and lead the class! Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This worksheet focuses on narrative verb times:
Past is simple, past is continuous, and past is perfect. It can serve as a great review of these three verb times and a supplement to our other countertop storytelling Become a Better Storytelling. Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This lesson plan about saving money is designed for B1 students. Thanks to this, you can learn a lot of vocabulary related to money, there are a lot of opportunities to talk (including
quiz) and do tasks in an interactive video. Intermediate (B1) Lesson Plans This worksheet is about telling stories in English and may be a great addition to your narrative verb time plans. Paloma Valencia Castro •Character and Personality, Halloween, Mixing Activities, October This game is perfect for Halloween. It consists of speed-dating session monsters. Each student will have a card to write information
about himself or herself. This information is randomly ch ... 1 7,235 Each • Say/Tell/Speak/Talk, Mingle Activities Get Students Talking On Day One! Build a great relationship with your first class. Time: 40-60min Includes: 20 Get to Know You Q&amp;A Include Pictures Worksheet - Guess the... 1 7,766 All Helen Close •Christmas, Mingling Activities, December This makes Christmas chatter appealing to all
ages. We discuss greetings used at Christmas both spoken and written. There is a number on the page that you can choose from. Students wri ... 1 18,705 All MegH •Past simple, teenagers, summer activities, mixing activities This is a holiday survey with 8 questions useful if you want to engage all students in a group to report on your holiday. It is also a tool to ask and answer questions about the past Si ...
1 25,586 Pre-IntInt Kay Boone •Speech » Role Playing Games P4C lesson that offers topics for discussion. It can be used as a P4C lesson where students take a ride and choose a random sticky note from the floor. The sticky notes calls written o... 1 46 070 BegElem Tom Leventhall •Speech » Mixing Activities A discussion activity designed to bring out the best (and worst!) in students. Place the students in
two rows opposite each other and then project the presentation onto the IWB. Students take t... 1 42,100 Pre-IntIntAdv Anastasiya Tishchenko •Speech » Role playing These terms are useful while organizing pairings during intermediate students' classes. They will appear on the poster in the classroom or printed out, and the students will be ... 1 68,055 Pre-Int SI •Past simple, present simple, adult learners,
role-playing games These role-playing cards are designed for elementary and pre-intermediate learners. There are six different scenarios between the police, the ambulance service and the fire department. Students work in pairs to prep... 5 81.872 ElemPre-Int •Speech » Role playing This is a dialogue and role-playing exercise. Two students got into a fight with the car, but then one of them goes out, and
something unexpected happens. The dialogue is determined by the pattern of speaking English, the ... 6 117,829 Pre-IntIntAdv Maiara •Mixing activities, Reading Understanding, Flashcard sets In this practice the sentences are encoded, and students must put the words in the right order. You can use it as a simple exercise or you can turn that game into a winner to th... 3 37,360 All BusyTeacher
Contributor •Getting to know each other, mixing activities This is a list of questions and examples of answers that you can use as icebreakers with your new students, it can be useful to teach new vocabulary and phrases! Suitable elementar ... 7 112 333 BegElemPre-Int A.E •Defining/non-defining clauses, Mixing activities Whole class activity. Cut it together, mix the sentences, and give it to the students.
Students stand-up and mingle trying to match their sentences in a meaningful way, and also to the correct r ... 8 40,224 40,224 Marta •Present Simple, Teens, Motivation, Role Playing This drama is about a television talent show called World Talent, where contestants from around the world compete to see who is the most talented performer. Every week the contestants finally fr... 3 44,096 Pre-Int Tajana
•Teens, adult learners, social issues, role playing This worksheet contains four stories, students must choose a story and decide whether one of the four people they will help and then decide how they will help them organise a charity ... 12 55 637 IntAdv Awder •Present Perfect, Transport, Mingling Activities This worksheet contains some very useful terms for shipping and presenting the perfect practice.
Recommended for elementary and intermediate students. Students have a look at the s... 10 46,141 ElemPre-IntInt Victoria •Present Simple, young learners, mixing activities Students must ice up and write about their favorite famous person. After completing the worksheet, students should introduce themselves as if they were that person. Like a spea ... 7 37,113 Element In this sentence transformation
activity, students rephrased sentences using (active) causal verb form (help/let/have/get/make). Play mafia ESL/EAP class in practice justifying opinions, critical thinking skills, and have fun. In the game, citizens and mafia members try to kill each other to save the city. Citizens have to justify their accusations, and mafia members have to be cunning to survive. In this activity, students think of family
problems and then play a role in a family meeting. Great speech practice gives advice, conditional, &amp; idioms stories to tell that describes how you have a health problem. Your partner will figure out the problem and advise you. Activity for intermediate KIE class. Students complete crossword puzzle pairs to review vocabulary. This is a puzzle style activity that esl students to teach each other vocabulary.
A simple game where students ask yes/no to trigger a response that matches the box on their card (Bingo). In the case of intermediate KIE. Students practice their future plans to invite classmates to an activity they plan. Free worksheet for intermediate ESL. Students ask each other questions to figure out what kind of problem they have. This activity exercises language gives advice. Speech activity to
review to use/use/get used to. Students work in pairs to rephras their English sentences. Activity that reviews question form. In pairs, students come up with the same question. For secondary ESL students. A list of topics of discussion in the KIE class for speech practice. Good for discussion, sharing opinions, speeches, or improving English conversation skills. Speech practice reported speech. Students
clarify questions and then answer questions. Free download. Upper-intermediate Upper intermediate activity (couple-work) that reviews definite and indefinite article rules (a/an/a). Upper-secondary kie class. Worksheet/discussion questions that ask students to write phrases for everyday situations in English. Good for all ESL levels. Eavesdropping is a great activity for speech, listening and writing. Use it to
practice idioms, phrase verbs, and more. Fun speech activity practicing wishing and second unreal conditional. Good in English and grammar class. Students play a role in family meeting and use the triggers to discuss what parents let/make/have/get/help them (a) don't. ESL speech activity to review so/is/or/does either. Students give high-fives to students they have something in common with. Intermediate
KIE/EFL. Playing with English students to practice this way/too/or/not. Students ask yes/no to use a specific supplement/answer. Intermediate ESL/EFLMr. Bean videos are a fun way to teach your current progressive (present ongoing) to THE KIE students. Read this speech activity for grammar practice. Speech activity to review WH and Yes/No issues present is simple, past simple, and past perfect. The
intermediate ESL class. Free download. ESL speech activity to review common grammatical errors. Students are divided into pairs and work together to correct grammatical errors. The bingo game practitioner reported speaking (indirect speech). Students report their partner's information to each other. Intermediate.Using modals of past speculation (should/could/could have been), students figure out which
of their classmates wrote certain answers. In pairs, students ask questions of debate for the practice of superlatives and comparative gyms. A fun speech (and grammar) activity for ESL students. A basic speech activity in which students give each other awards with superlatives. Suitable for pre-intermediate or high starting ESL. Basic speech activity to ask WH questions (mit/who/where/why/how). For
beginner ESL students. The sample job ad/advertisement and template students fill in to interview each other. Great job interview practice in-between ESL/EFL. Upper-intermediate/advanced speech activity outsourcing services for practicing passive causation (or active). Business-English focus. Speaking activities for English classes where students decide which sentences are true or false about
classmates. Good icebreaker at every ESL level. Students ask each other questions to find out what you have in common. Simple icebreaker activity for intermediate ESL speech classes. Phone conversation between a restaurant worker and a customer ordering food from the menu. In pre-secondary English class. A list of games and activities in the English kids camp. Useful elementary students in grades
1-4 (beginners). Play the Rope of Death true or false game in the elementary school class. Fun classroom activity for beginners for beginners Students. Rope optional. Buy ESL role-playing activity/play in elementary/junior high school. Students practice shopping and selling school supplies in English. Fun and practical. Cards for teaching verbs to beginner ESL students. Great activities like gesture games,
Simon Says, Bingo, etc. have 32 basic verbs per page. How to run a treasure hunt in school. Great activity ESL / EFL class (grade 5 +). Includes fun treasure hunt ideas for questions, clues, &amp; riddles. A free English translation of the Japanese fairy tale The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter (aka Taketori Monogatari or Princess Bamboo). Students play as travel agencies and customers buying travel tickets.
ESL/EFL at Jr. High/High School. Contains task sheets and dialogs. Speaking activity english class, in which paired students who find out who can talk the longest. It's great for classroom warm-ups and building speech-confidentness. Students propose ideas at a meeting of cabinet ministers. Fun speech activity practicing English meetings and warm-ups. Simple speech activity gives advice (suggestions).
ESL/EFL class. Exercises should be used, suggestion, etc. Good for class warm-ups. ESL warm-up phone, where students exchange exaggerated stories in pairs. Great warm-up for intermediate ESL conversation class. Simple role-playing activity (couple work) for exercising idioms and phraseal verbs. ESL warm-up activity, where students make a story in groups using images and the key vocabulary of
the previous class(s). EsL conversation department.class.
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